
“Approaches” in the 38th edition of FILO

The  38th edition  of  FILO  opened  today  at  the  Le  Stelline  Congress  Centre  in  Milan,  the  international 
exhibition of yarns and fibres. 

“Approaches” is the leit-motif that runs through the entire edition of this event. It is a theme that allows the 
expression of a variety of ways that lead to yarns of extreme excellence like the ones on exhibit on the 
stands at FILO and in the Trend Area, inspired by the work of an eclectic artist like René Gruau. Then from  
these materials the work proceeds  in “Approaches” which lead to refined and elegant garments along a 
chain capable of giving a creative and innovative contribution at every phase as it was underlined at the 
inaugural round table of the 38th edition of FILO.

Marilena  Bolli,  president  of  Unione  Industriale  Biellese  inaugurated  the  38th  edition  of  FILO.  At  the 
inauguration she affirmed: “Pay attention to details, innovation and customer care which are some of the 
elements defining the attitude towards the high quality of FILO and the product presented by the exhibitors. It  
is  not  by chance that  today FILO is  presenting itself  in  its 38 th edition,  since it  is  a unique fair  greatly 
appreciated   by  those  working  in  the  textile  sector  domestically  and  internationally.  Innovation  and 
internationalization are elements not to be ignored for a winning business strategy and from my experience  
as a businesswoman, I can confirm that these factors are always more vital in finding new markets and  
continuing to compete on the global market.  "Approaches", which is the theme of the product proposals of 
this edition of FILO, unites stories of high quality, craftsmanship and the interpretation of technology to obtain  
the best product. These are the production  "Approaches", but not only, that continue to make the difference  
for high quality yarns which is an invaluable heritage of  the “engine” of Italian manufacturing, which should  
be exploited more and supported by an efficient industrial policy.” 

Lorenzo Riva, a master of Italian  couture, is a concrete example of the different “approaches” where crystal 
clear creativity can be articulated: from fabulous wedding gowns to refined ready-to-wear which we have just  
seen on the catwalks in Milan. For the public at FILO, Lorenzo Riva narrated his “approaches” of garments 
for a woman who wants to be above all elegant and refined:  “I like to create starting from a street image, or 
a movie or a song or a play, said Riva. Then the technical moment comes where it is necessary to mix  
geometries, structures, ideas and the sense of beauty. The final result must bring harmony to those wearing 
my creations and those just looking.” 

Gigliola Curiel, a designer with a “family heritage” in the real sense of the word, brought to the round table  
at  FILO the vision of  a  young woman who in her  “approaches”   defines innovation and research for  a  
contemporary style from a long sartorial tradition. “My family has a long history that does not only include the 
haute couture of my mother Raffaella and before her my grandmother Gigliola, but also the textile business 
of my father who was the founder of Braghenti, later sold to Ratti. My approach to fashion distinguishes itself  
because it favours fabrics and my garments combine and rearrange fabrics, so that my starting point is never  
design. The other principle of my “approach” is from the aspect of an entrepreneur: my collections have to  
“stay on the market” and so attention must be paid to value for money and the needs of my customers.”



From fashion to design and art with  Gabi Scardi,  critic and contemporary art curator.   If  “Approaches” 
means starting from some key words like care, meticulous, crafts and technology right from the idea of the  
designer to the finished garment,  Gabi Scardi has helped the public at FILO to analyse the same concepts 
in the area of contemporary art. “In my work as curator of contemporary art exhibitions,  it is not unusual to  
find suggestions and inspirations shared with the world of art and fashion,” said Scardi. “Here at FILO I have 
brought some images of the works of a young artist, Claudia Losi, who frequently uses embroidery and balls 
of yarns to evoke the intricacies of life and thoughts as well as the stratification in time of experience and  
natural phenomenon.”

Moderating the different voices taking to the microphone was  Cristiana Schieppati, journalist and director 
of  “Who’s Who in Fashion”.  “In this context I represent the communication of “approaches”, commented 
Schieppati. I believe that a public, like the one participating at the inauguration of FILO,  composed primarily  
of  entrepreneurs is aware of the need to have good communication especially in times of recession so that 
the great public is able to really understand what the strong points are of “made in Italy” goods. Among these  
are the excellence along every link of the productive chain. The beautiful dress making a woman happy or 
the elegant sofa enhancing a home are like this because behind them there has been accurate crafting  
made with prestigious materials. Unfortunately, this does not always happen because communications put 
the spotlight on the starlets on the catwalk.”
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